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Vision: Make sustainability a core value, value-
add, and a tangible experience at Stanford, 
directly supporting the university’s academic 
mission.

Mission: Integrate sustainability by greening the 
physical campus, bottom line & choices.

innovatio
n

Initiative on the Environment (Since 2003)
Academic Practice of Sustainability
Boosted interdisciplinary research and teaching in all seven of 
Stanford’s schools, as well as in established interdisciplinary 
institutes, centers. 

Sustainable Stanford (Since 2007)
Institutional Practice of Sustainability
University-wide effort to reduce Stanford’s environmental impact 
and preserve resources through innovation and best practices. 

Sustainability at Stanford - Research and Action  
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Sustainable Stanford - Culture of Sustainability and Assessment 

• Retrofit 
programs

• Reports and 
long-term 
planning

• Publications and 
How-To Guides

• Assessments 
and Evaluations

• Outreach and 
engagement brand

• Campus-wide 
campaigns: pledge 
support, behavior 
change

• Training sessions
• Events

Sustainable 
Stanford

Cardinal 
Green

Translation to 
Communications

Infrastructure & Systems  Education & Practice 



my Cardinal Green Results: Participation and Audience

The platform allows for targeted communications to very 
specific groups and peer networks 

- 47 Faculty
- 134 Building managers 
- 317 Procurement power
- 161 Lab workers
- 354 Event Planners

Students - 1518Staff/Faculty - 1639 
- 757 Undergrads
- 693 Graduate Students
- 46 Post Docs

- 372 Procurement power
- 269 Lab workers
- 418 Event planners
- 214 Athletes

Total - 3157



my Cardinal Green Results : Savings 

• 8,300 Total Actions Completed: Waste-related actions account for almost half of completed 
actions, followed by energy, food, and engagement 

• 81% of survey respondents complete at least one action: Survey provides valuable data, e.g., 
76% of students feel good deal or very much so that it is important that Stanford 
administration views sustainability as a top priority vs. 89% of staff/faculty

• Estimated Savings: $93,000: This does not include building-level participation actions 
associated with Winter Closure, but does include individual actions like unplugging 
appliances. Energy savings from lab-related actions account for more than half of estimated 
savings 



Context: Why we created the program



Before My Cardinal Green: Take the Pledge…Then What?

Seasonal Conservation Campaigns 

Winter Closure (energy)
RecycleMania (waste)
WaterWise (water)
Give and Go (waste/procurement)

https://sustainable.stanford.edu/cardinal-green/conservation-campaigns

https://sustainable.stanford.edu/cardinal-green/conservation-campaigns


Traditional Sustainability Engagement Programs 

STRENGTHS
– Focus campus-wide 

communication
– Brand recognition 
– Engagement tracking

OPPORTUNITIES 
- Need measurable results about how behaviors 

and communications contribute to campus 
sustainability performance

- Collect data about how behaviors actually
change year over year

- Provide tangible actions, engagement 
opportunities and resources between campaigns 

- Tailor to individual interests, motivations, and 
campus roles (student vs. faculty/staff)

- Bridge the gap to show users how their 
involvement supports campus goals and 
performance

- Engage community where they are at – all age 
demographics are on mobile devices for 3+ 
hours per day. 

- Users manage their lives online – sustainability 
should be there too



User-Designed Programming
• Extensive campus research

• One-on-one interviews with 
program partners and user 
groups

• Undergraduate and graduate 
focus groups and house meetings

• Industry and peer research
• Best practices and lessons 

learned from other successful 
programs (none in sustainability)

• Graduate student research group 
support to incorporate social science 
best practices 

• Sustainability working groups, student 
groups, and leadership buy-in 
throughout research, project proposal 
and implementation phases

Users Want…



My Cardinal Green Development Timeline



Participation Barriers: Identified in 2016 Pilot



Tactics

• Include wide variety of actions/opportunities
• “Take a First Step”
• Leadership for champions
• Departmental facilitation (e.g., “talk to your building manager,” 

“work with office of sustainability”)

• Develop and adhere to a content calendar with e-mail 
reminders and additional points for continued 
engagement

• Segment communications and suggested engagement as 
much as possible



How it works 



Campus Citizenship 2.0: Tangible Sustainability Behavior Change

Encourages resource conservation and provides relevant opportunities for the 
campus community to integrate sustainability into their campus lives, with rewards 
for their efforts.

1. Take sustainability survey 

2. Receive recommended actions to 
perform (based on survey responses)

3. Complete actions and earn points

4. Earn 100 points to receive a reward



General 
Users

Event Planners, 
Procurement 

Officers, Residents

Building/Zone Managers

Connecting the Dots for Campus Sustainability 

Single Platform to Streamline Sustainability 
Engagement

• Nearly 300 actions across ten categories with calculated 
resource and cost savings (based on actual utility data)

• Each user gets a specific subset based on survey responses so 
actions are relevant and personal

• Connects to and supports existing campus programs and 
resources

• Flexible to accommodate new actions and evolve with campus 
programs and priorities

• More than ten partner groups contribute actions and content



Connecting the Dots for Campus Sustainability 

Real-Time, Customized Feedback for Users

• Users understand how their individual behaviors can have an 
impact

• Aggregates data to showcase power of collective action
• Normalizes behavior and participation among specific communities 

(building, department, sports teams)

Real-Time Community Feedback for Sustainability Programs

• Users provide comments and documentation to verify actions, 
informing partners of campus opinion

• Enrollment Survey data provides both qualitative and quantitative 
picture of campus behaviors and opinions 



Personal Dashboard to Track Progress

http://sustainable.Stanford.edu/my-cardinal-green
(SUNet ID required for login)

http://sustainable.stanford.edu/my-cardinal-green


Moving Past the Pledge - Verifiable Completion

Multiple Methods to Verify the 
Action was actually completed

• In-person engagement with our office 
or partner programs

• Documentation via photo or other 
supporting details

• Registration through other Stanford 
systems (through API)

• User comments and feedback 
• When all other methods cannot 

be utilized, try to target specific 
questions for honesty



Next Steps 



Looking Ahead: My Cardinal Green 2.0

• Iterate and Refine
• Process efficiencies
• Technology improvements
• Relevancy for users

• Keeping all levels of users engaged even as they 
progress year over year

• Fresh action lists

• Academic Integration
• Partnerships with campus research groups for 

testing social science principles
• Competitions among schools and buildings to 

increase enrollment

• Promotion 
• Slow-growth strategy for year one concluding and 

will lead to full campus promotion via video and 
partnerships with university communications for 
full-scale adoption and endorsement



Beyond Engagement: Metrics, Metrics, Metrics

Key performance indicators can now be 
tracked at the individual, building, 
department and campus-wide levels, with all 
stakeholders understanding how the campus 
sustainability system is interconnected.

• Metrics tracked by specific resources and overall category
• Prior to My Cardinal Green individual contributions were 

rough estimates



Informing Campus Planning

 Connects individual 
contributions to overall 
campus sustainability 

 Provides data for new program 
business cases and 
performance data for existing 
programs

 Supports university priorities
 Increases operational efficiency 

by streamlining campus 
engagement https://sustainable.stanford.edu/buildings/

https://sustainable.stanford.edu/buildings/


Best Practices Sharing and Replicability

Business case for individual engagement
Connects to and enhances existing resources, programs and metrics 
Strength of program increases as more partners become engaged
Flexible for continual growth and improvement
Accommodates all varieties of users and leverages strengths of champions 



Contact:                       

Fahmida Ahmed 
Director, Sustainability and Business Services 
Fahmida@Stanford.edu
650-721-1518

Lauren Hennessy
Outreach Program Manager, Office of 
Sustainability 
lhenn@Stanford.edu
650-736-6540

mailto:Fahmida@Stanford.edu
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